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ABSTRACT
Existing retrieval systems rely on a single active query to pull documents from the index. Relevance feedback may be used to iteratively refine the query, but only one query is active at a time. If the
user’s information need has multiple aspects, the query must represent the union of these aspects. We consider a new paradigm of
retrieval where multiple queries are kept “active” simultaneously.
In the presence of rate limits, the active queries take turns accessing
the index to retrieve another “page” of results. Turns are assigned
by a multi-armed bandit based on user feedback. This allows the
system to explore which queries return more relevant results and
to exploit the best ones. In empirical tests, query pools outperform solo, combined queries. Significant improvement is observed
both when the subtopic queries are known in advance and when the
queries are generated in a user-interactive process.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Relevance Feedback

Keywords
Query pooling; multi-armed bandits

1. INTRODUCTION
In the age of big data, most users of an information retrieval systems do not own the document indices or have infinite resources
to examine all possible results. Instead, they rely on rate limited
search services to pull relevant documents from the index. These
search services, such as commercial search engines, normally take
as input a single, length-limited query and output a certain number
of documents at a time. This approach is sufficient when the information need of the user can be clearly described in a single query
and when the information need can be satisfied by a few relevant
documents ranked near the top.
This common practice becomes less efficient when the user has
a more complex information need, which may contain multiple aspects (or subtopics) or may evolve during the search process. For
example, to market a new product an analyst needs to gather diverse
aspects about the product and its competitors; to write a literature
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review a researcher often surveys several lines of related work and
may discover new relevant topics on the fly; to investigate a rumor a social scientist may explore everything including its origin,
its variations, and people’s attitudes towards it. In all these scenarios, there exist multiple, diverse aspects of the user’s information
need. Some of these aspects are known upfront, and others may
emerge during the search process. It is difficult to precisely describe all these aspects within a single query - even with the help of
an intelligent search engine. Indeed, attempting to combine multiple subtopics into a single query may either make it overly lengthy
(thus exceeding the maximum size of a query that a search engine
can efficiently handle) or introduce unnecessary ambiguity. For example, combining two subtopics “language, modeling” and “learning, parameters” into one query may confuse the search system and
retrieve irrelevant results about “language learning.”
Existing work approaches this challenge in multiple ways. Some
engage the user into an interactive process and refine the query
based on her feedback about the results; some rely on smart postprocessing of the retrieved documents, for example through clustering or active learning; and others apply both. In all these approaches, there is only one “active” query at any time - the search
engine either requests a “deeper” set of results of the current query
or replaces previous queries with a new one. How to construct such
an effective single query is still a fundamental challenge.
In this paper, we explore a different solution, a solution which
releases the search engine from the burden of constructing such a
query. Instead of composing a single, complex query, the main
idea is to keep multiple, simpler queries “active” at the same time.
Without being replaced by one another, these queries take turns to
pull documents from the document index. Based on the user’s feedback, queries that appear to be more effective get more turns than
others. When every query covers a different aspect of the information need, a “pool” of simple queries can be more effective than a
single complex query.
We cast exploration and exploitation of a query pool as a multiarmed bandit problem and propose algorithms to assign turns to
queries. In scenarios where new queries are generated during the
search process, new arms are introduced to the bandit. Empirical
experiments show that when equipped with bandits, a query pool is
superior to a single combined query subject to the same rate limits. Significant improvement is observed both when the subtopic
queries are known in advance and when the queries are generated
in a user-interactive process. Retrieval performance can be further improved when query pooling is blended with effective postprocessing techniques such as results diversification.
It is important to note that pooling queries as bandit arms is different from two existing settings: session search and search result
diversification. In session search [5], although the search engine

learns from a set of queries and user feedback in the same session,
only the newest query is “active” and the goal is to maximize the
relevance of the results retrieved by the single final query. Search
result diversification [24] on the other hand is a post-processing approach, where the goal is to rerank the list of retrieved document
(by a query) based on the possible subtopics. Alternatively, query
pooling keeps multiple queries active simultaneously, which addresses the limitation of single queries. It does not require knowledge of the actual retrieval algorithm and thus can be launched as a
general interface between the user and a black-box search engine.

2. RELATED WORK
The key idea of our study is to pool multiple queries (keep them
active at the same time) and assign turns using multi-armed bandits, which is a classical method of reinforcement learning. To the
best of our knowledge, this is a new approach to interfacing a user
with a search engine. Below we discuss the existing literature related to query pooling and applications of reinforcement learning
to information retrieval.

2.1 Query Pooling
Despite the rapid developments of retrieval algorithms, result
post-processing techniques, and search interfaces, existing information retrieval systems rely on a single active query to find relevant documents. To deal with a complex information need, relevance feedback techniques have been developed to update and replace the initial query [23]. A relevant scenario is session search,
where a user keeps modifying queries to find documents that fulfill
her information need [5]. Methods have been proposed to reformulate a user’s next query in a session through techniques such as
structured queries [7], combined query language models [11], and
machine learning from clickthrough and preceding queries [26].
Complex information needs are also addressed through subtopic
retrieval, which reranks documents retrieved by the initial query.
The Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) method [4] selects one
candidate document at a time by balancing its similarity to the
query and its dissimilarity to already selected documents. Zhai
et al. [34] selected documents with high divergence from one language model to another based on risk minimization. Other methods
explicitly identify aspects of a query using taxonomies [1], query
reformulations [22], and multiple external resources [9].
Both relevance feedback (including session search) and subtopic
retrieval (including result diversification) techniques deal with results returned by one single query. In session search, the newest
query replaces all preceding queries; in result diversification, the
original query is not updated.
An interactive retrieval system proposed in [16] does pool the
results retrieved by multiple queries, but again only one query is
active at any given time. A related idea can also be found in document pooling, a technique used to build test collections to evaluate
retrieval methods [13]. In pooling, documents to be judged are
collected by taking the union of the top ranked documents given
by a variety of retrieval systems. Bandits have been used to select which retrieval method to collect documents from [18]. Document pooling considers query results, rather than queries, making
the task much easier – there is no need to handle query updates or
new queries. This work explores a new idea to keep multiple active
queries which take turns to retrieve the next page of results.

a principled trade-off between exploration and exploitation, and
therefore are suitable for problems such as recommendation. For
example, contextual bandits have been applied to news recommendation [17], where news articles are viewed as arms or actions and
user reactions as rewards. Hsieh et al. [10] proposed an algorithm
based on Thompson sampling for the problem of query suggestion,
helping shoppers refine their queries on e-commerce sites. In this
setting, candidate queries are modeled as arms while user clicks are
modeled as rewards. Although they also treat queries as arms, the
task is quite different from ours: their bandit only decides the display order of queries, and which query to launch next is completely
decided by the user. In addition, their bandit can only deal with a
fixed set of queries and cannot handle new ones.
When implicit or explicit user feedback is available, document
ranking can be also formulated as a bandit problem. Researchers
have studied the use of either documents or document-selection
strategies as arms to maximize the overall positive feedback [3, 28].
In session search, users issue multiple queries in a sequence to
fulfill a single information need. Since there is a sequence of actions from a user, stochastic models with states (such as Partially
Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) [30]) can be employed to solve this problem. Luo et al. [20] proposed to model session search as a dual-agent game between the user and the search
engine. Users can take actions to add and remove query terms,
while a search engine can change term weights and adjust search
algorithms. An investigation of how to design states, actions, and
rewards within a POMDP framework is conducted in [19]. A scenario similar to session search is multi-page search, where users
request one page after another for the same query. How to present
documents on the next page depending on the current user feedback
is studied both with Bayesian models [12] and with POMDP [29].
The problem we study differs from session search and multipage search as we do not require control of the search engine. All
we need is a search API with rate limits on queries, which can be
called as a black box. With these constraints, our objective is to retrieve as many relevant documents as possible with a limited number of calls to the black box, rather than presenting relevant documents in some order on one page. Correspondingly, our actions
would be going one page deeper for one of the existing queries, or
trying a new query. As we will show in the experiments, document
re-ranking can be used to post-process the documents retrieved by
the query pool and further improve retrieval performance.

3.

METHODS

Users often do not own the document collection and can only
access it through centralized search services, subject to rate limits.
Even with an in-house search engine, it still makes sense to limit
the number of results retrieved for a query and decide based on
this limited set of results whether to continue retrieving more or to
request results for a different query. We will refer to each request
for another page of results for some query as a search API call.
In the following subsections, we first offer intuitions as to why
a query pool is better than a single query in handling complex information needs using a rate-limited search service. Then, we introduce bandits to manage the use of queries in the pool. Last, we
present an algorithm to tackle the situation where the information
need evolves and new queries are generated during the retrieval
process.

2.2 Reinforcement Learning in Retrieval

3.1

Query Pools

The application of reinforcement learning techniques (including multi-armed bandits) to information retrieval problems has received considerable attention recently. These techniques provide

A complex information need usually contains multiple aspects
or subtopics. There are scenarios where subtopics of an information need are known in advance. For example, an experienced re-

searcher doing literature review knows the general subtopics related
to her target. Another example comes from query recommendation.
When a user issues a query, the search engine, based on search logs,
can return a set of suggested queries, from which the user could
pick one or more relevant ones. If these queries are refined and
diverse, they can be viewed as subtopics.
Even if there is no a priori way to obtain the subtopics, results of
the first few retrievals could help us discover them. More specifically, one can first use active feedback [27], a relevance feedback
method that chooses diverse results for user judgments, to collect
labeled documents. When the number of positively labeled documents reaches a threshold, these positive documents will be clustered, with one cluster representing one subtopic. Given these clusters, any relevance feedback techniques could be used to generate
a query out of each cluster of documents.
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3.1.1 Query Pools vs. Single Queries
Broadly speaking, there are two general strategies to request results from a search engine when one has an information need with
multiple subtopics. The first strategy is to use a single complex
query to cover all subtopics. The second strategy is to construct
a pool of simple queries, one for each subtopic. A query pool has
considerable advantage over a single query, which we intuitively illustrate in Figure 1. In the figure, each subtopic delineates a (latent)
region of relevant documents in an information space. These regions, from different subtopics of the same information need, could
either overlap or lie far apart. A query retrieves documents close
to it in the information space, thus covering a (grey) area surrounding it. As we request the search engine to return more results for a
query, the radius of its covered area increases. Given a certain rate
limit (e.g., the total pages of results returned), a single circle (or
more generally hyper-sphere) can cover a set of oddly shaped, separated positive areas only by also covering parts of the space that
contain non-relevant documents. A set of smaller circles can more
efficiently cover the relevant documents (positive regions) while
avoiding the irrelevant ones. One tradeoff is that if the circles overlap each other, the same document may be retrieved multiple times.
There is also a major challenge in pooling: deciding which queries
should take more turns (to grow their covered areas).

3.2 Bandits for Choosing Queries from a Pool
Even when subtopics are known, it is hard for users to estimate
which subtopics will lead to more relevant results. Looking at Figure 1, queries q0 and q1 should be explored more often than q2 .
Putting too much effort on q2 would bring in many irrelevant documents. Therefore it is important to optimize the sequence of queries
that get to retrieve their next pages of results. Intuitively, the number of relevant documents obtained from past result pages of each
query provides a hint on which query to explore next. If we treat
relevant documents as rewards, multi-armed bandit algorithms [15]
can be a natural fit for this problem, as they try to maximize the
expected sum of rewards earned through a sequence of arm pulls.
Below we first introduce the classical setting of the bandit problem
and then discuss how to formulate our task as a bandit.

3.2.1 The multi-armed bandit problem
The bandit problem assumes that at each time t, the player chooses
an arm at ∈ {1, ..., M } to play according to a policy π based on
past plays and rewards, which obtains a reward Xt (at ). The sequence of rewards for a particular arm are drawn from a sequence
of probability distributions that are unknown to the player. For simplicity of notation, assume that the reward distribution for each arm
is stationary, independent of the number of times it has been pulled
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(we will relax this assumption later). Let µ(i) be the expectation
of reward for arm i. The optimal policy π ∗ always plays the arm i∗
with largest expected reward
µ∗ = max µ(i), i∗ = arg max µ(i)
i

(1)

i

A policy π is evaluated by regret in T plays, which
∑is defined
with respect to the optimal policy π ∗ . Denote Nt (i) = ts=1 1as =i
the number of times arm i has been played in the first t rounds. The
expected regret after T plays is:
[ T
]
M
∑ ∗
∑
Eπ
(µ − µ(at )) = T µ∗ − Eπ
NT (i)µ(i) (2)
t=1

i=1

One popular policy for picking the next bandit arm is UCB-1 [2],
which has a provable bound on the expected regret. At time t, it
chooses the arm:
{
}
at = arg max X̄t (i) + ct (i) ,
(3)
i

√
ct (i) = c log(t)
, and c is a
where X̄t (i) =
Nt (i)
constant.
The above policy works for the condition that rewards {Xt (i)}
for arm i come from the same stationary distribution. For the
non-stationary case, sliding-window UCB (SW-UCB) [6] considers only the last τ plays:
{
}
at = arg max X̄t (τ, i) + ct (τ, i) ,
(4)
∑t

s=1 Xs (i)1as =i
,
Nt (i)

i

where X̄t (τ, i) is
∑t

t
∑
Xs (i)1as =i
, Nt (τ, i) =
1as =i
Nt (τ, i)
s=t−τ +1
(5)
and ct (τ, i) is given by
√
log(min(t, τ ))
ct (τ, i) = c
(6)
Nt (τ, i)

X̄t (τ, i) =

s=t−τ +1

3.2.2 Formulating the bandit
To formulate the search task as a bandit problem, we need to define arms and rewards. Each query in the pool is an arm, and pulling
an arm corresponds to retrieving the next page of this query. The
definition of reward is somewhat tricky when the same document
can be retrieved by multiple queries. If we define the reward as
the percentage of documents that are new and relevant in a page,
a problem of reward dependence occurs, where arms played earlier will be strongly favored. This is because early arms in general have a better chance to fetch new documents. If we define
the reward as the percentage of relevant documents, regardless of
whether they have been retrieved or not, another problem of arm
dependence emerges. In the extreme case, suppose we have two
identical queries; each of them will be pulled half of the time, while
the best choice would be to discard one of them. We choose the
latter reward function, which risks wasting some time on multiple
retrievals but prevents missed opportunities where a highly precise
query is overlooked because its first page of results have previously
been retrieved. We strive to limit overlap between queries.
Note that with this formulation, the reward of a specific arm is
not sampled from a stationary distribution. The number of relevant
documents usually goes down when we go to the next page of a
query. Since it is more important to trust recent rewards, we use
the sliding-window UCB (Equation 4) to select the next query.

3.3 Bandits with New Queries
When a set of queries are known in advance, the exploration
and exploitation of them can be handled by a classical bandit algorithm. However, in many cases the subtopics of the information
need are not defined upfront but are gradually revealed during the
search process. In this subsection, we consider the scenario where
new queries are generated through an interactive retrieval process,
through techniques such as relevance feedback [23]. Instead of replacing the old queries, a new arm of query is added to the bandit.

3.3.1 Reward Estimation for New Queries
As a requirement to apply the UCB policy, classical bandit algorithms assume that there is a fixed number of arms and each
arm has to be pulled once for an initial estimate of reward. When
new queries are generated frequently (e.g., in an iterative relevance
feedback process), if we always pull the new arm to get its initial
estimate, we will have fewer turns to play existing arms. In an extreme case where a new query is always generated after receiving
the user’s feedback, previous queries will never be revisited.
We propose a new algorithm to solve this problem that is inspired
by Monte Carlo tree search [31], where the UCB score of a state is
estimated by similar states. In our case, the UCB score of a new
query is estimated by its similarity
to existing queries in the pool
∑t
Q. Formally, let Rt (i) =
t−τ +1 Xs (i)1as =i be the return, or
the sum of rewards to the i-th arm in the last τ rounds. For a new
query qn , we introduce a new arm n and estimate its return, number
of plays, and UCB score by:
∑
R̂t (n) =
(Ki,n ∗ Rt (i))
∑
N̂t (n) =
√
ˆ t (n) =
U CB

R̂t (n)
+ ĉ
N̂t (n)

i
i (Ki,n

√∑

∗ Nt (τ, i))

i (Ki,n )

(7)

log(min(t, τ ) + N̂t (n))
,
N̂t (n)

where ĉ is a constant controlling the tendency to explore the new
arm and Ki,n is a nonnegative valued kernel function that mea-

sures the similarity between arm i and n. Treating a query as a bag
2
of words, we choose the Gaussian kernel Ki,n = exp(− ∥i,n∥
),
σ
where σ is the Gaussian width parameter.
With this new algorithm, the initial reward of a new query can
be estimated without actually submitting it to the search engine.
Below we introduce a concrete case, an interactive search process
in which new queries are continuously added to the pool and new
arms are added to the bandit.

3.3.2

A Case Study: ReQ-ReC with Bandits

We consider the ReQ-ReC framework proposed in Li et al [16].
ReQ-ReC is an interactive retrieval process that tries to achieve
high-recall for a complex information need. It employs a doubleloop design that distributes the burden of maximizing recall and
precision to a query generator and a classifier. In an outer-loop,
the query generator generates a new query (ReQuery) according to
the user’s feedback obtained so far, adds it into a query set Q, and
merges newly retrieved documents into a pool of documents. In an
inner-loop, the classifier selects documents from the pool to obtain
the user’s judgments via active learning [25], accumulates labeled
documents, and iteratively improves its classification performance
on retrieved documents (ReClassify). The overall process goes on
by alternating between the query enhancement loop (to increase recall) and the classifier refinement loop (to increase precision), until
stop criteria are met.
The original ReQ-ReC framework does not consider rate limits
of queries. All results retrieved by a query are added into the pool at
once and therefore there is no need to revisit previous queries. We
incorporate bandits into the ReQ-ReC framework to accommodate
rate limits of queries, a practical setting when interacting with a
real search API. All previous queries are kept alive in the pool and
every query only submits one API call (i.e., retrieves one page of
results) at a time. The arms and rewards are defined similarly as in
Section 3.2, except that now the reward is estimated by the results
of a classifier instead of human judgments. That is, the reward is
defined as the percentage of documents either labeled as relevant,
or unlabeled but predicted as relevant in the newly retrieved page.
In order to reduce the dependence among arms, it is desirable
that the queries are as diverse as possible. We resort to the diverseRocchio strategy proposed in [16] to generate new queries. Unlike
the original Rocchio method [23] that utilizes all relevant documents to reformulate a query, diverse-Rocchio uses only relevant
documents that are ranked lower by previous queries. That is, it
tries to formulate a new query that would rank highly those documents that are relevant but not highly ranked by existing queries.

The Algorithm.
We now propose an algorithm that selects among a pool of queries
in a ReQ-ReC process by treating them as bandit arms. For clarity,
we list notations in Table 1.
As Algorithm 1 shows, the unlabeled document set Dq is initialized by retrieving the first page of results using the initial query
q0 . Given Dq , the process directly goes into the first inner loop,
where a set of documents are selected by active learning strategies
for user judgments. Having updated the labeled set Dl , we train the
classifier which predicts the relevance of unjudged documents Dq .
As in [16], the inner loop stops when either: (1) the performance
of the classifier stabilizes, measured by changes in predictions; or
(2) the limit of user judgments (L) is hit.
The outer loop then chooses a query to retrieve another page of
results. First, a new query is proposed using the diverse-Rocchio
approach described above. Its estimated UCB score is compared
with the scores of existing queries. The query with largest score

Table 1: Notations. K, T , L are rate limits of either the search
service or human effort.
D
Q
qi
K
T
L
Dl
Dq
f

index of the document collection
query pool {qi }
the i-th query generated
maximum number of terms in a query
maximum number of API calls (pages of results per task)
maximum number of user judgments
set of labeled documents
set of unlabeled documents retrieved by query set Q
classifier that predicts the relevance label of a document

Algorithm 1 ReQ-ReC by bandits
Input: Initial query q0 , index of document collection D, number
of terms K in a query, number of API calls T , number of judgments L.
Output: A set of labeled documents Dl and a set of unjudged documents in Dq with system predicted labels.
1: q ← q0
2: Q ← {q}
3: Dl ← ∅
4: Dq ← retrieve_next_page(D, q)
5: t ← 1 // record API calls
6: repeat // outer loop
7:
repeat // inner loop
8:
if |Dl | < L then // have budget for labeling
9:
Ds ← select_and_label(Dq ) // active learning
10:
Dl ← Dl ∪ Ds
11:
Dq ← Dq − Ds
12:
end if
13:
train(f, Dl )
14:
predict(f, Dq )
15:
until meet stopping criteria for inner loop
16:
if t < T then // have budget for API calls
17:
qn ← new_query(Q, K, Dq , Dl )
18:
q ← max_ucb(Q, qn )
19:
Q ← {q} ∪ Q
20:
Dq ← retrieve_next(D, q) ∪ Dq
21:
t←t+1
22:
end if
23: until stopping criteria for outer loop are met

is chosen. If the chosen query happens to be the newly generated
one, it will be added into the query pool Q, which otherwise remains unchanged. Given the chosen query, its next page of results
is retrieved and merged into Dq .
Compared with the original ReQ-ReC process proposed in [16],
there is a major difference in the termination criteria of the outer
loop – it stops only when both of the conditions are satisfied: (1)
it has already made T API calls; (2) it has already obtained L relevance judgments. Even if the user does not provide more labels,
the outer loop can go on to update Dq , thus enhancing recall. Even
if no more results can be retrieved, the inner loop can continue to
obtain more labels and improve the classifier, thus improving precision. This practice guarantees that we can fully utilize various types
of limited resources. Below we conduct empirical experiments to
demonstrate the effectiveness of query pools with bandits.

4. EXPERIMENTS
We design three simulation-based experiments to compare query
pools and single combined queries. The first two use pre-calculated

Table 2: Basic information of data sets
#documents avg dl #topics (IDs)
#qrels
MB12
15,012,766
19
59 (51-110)
69,045
MB13
243,000,000
14
60 (111-170) 71,279
20NG
18,828
225
20 categories 18,828
HARD
1,033,461
353
50 (303-689) 37,798
ClueWeb09 503,903,810
1570
50 (101-150) 64,868
* Topic 76 of MB12 has no judgment. HARD has non-consecutive topic
IDs. Queries of the TREC diversity task are used for ClueWeb09.

fixed pools of queries. One establishes a lower bound on the performance of query pools. The second improves on that using bandits
to assign turns. A third experiment continuously generates new
queries during the retrieval process and adds new arms.

4.1

Data sets

We select five publicly available data sets, small and large, which
are commonly used in literature for a diverse set of tasks. Their basic statistics are reported in Table 2. Among them, the 20-newsgroup
data set (20NG) is the smallest but fully labeled with topic categories. We include it for the purpose of understanding the behaviors of proposed methods. In particular, we intend to control the potential effect of incomplete judgments, which might be a sensitive
issue for estimating the reward for bandits. The remaining four are
large TREC data sets, which were used by the TREC-2005 HARD
Track (HARD)1 , the TREC-2012 microblog track (MB12)2 , the
TREC-2013 microblog track (MB13)3 , and the diversity task of
TREC-2011 Web Track (ClueWeb094 , category A)5 . All these data
sets are indexed and can be accessed by standard search APIs.
Following the literature [8, 27, 32, 16], we use existing TREC
judgments for each query to “automate” the actual user feedback in
the searches to facilitate comprehensive and fair comparisons. To
deal with documents not judged by TREC, we follow the norm in
the literature [27]: (1) when an algorithm (e.g., an active learner)
requests the label of an unjudged document, we ignore that document and fetch the next document available, as labeling an unjudged but relevant document as irrelevant may seriously confuse a
classifier; (2) when measuring the performance of a retrieved list,
we treat all unjudged documents as negative.
As in Li et al. [16], documents are tokenized with Lucene’s StandardAnalyzer tool and stemmed by the Krovetz stemmer [14]. Stop
words are not removed. Both MB13 and ClueWeb09 provide official search APIs, implemented using the Dirichlet prior retrieval
function [33]. For other data sets, we use Lucene6 to implement
the Dirichlet prior API.

Table 3: Parameters of Rocchio (α fixed as 1) for the first experiment: query pools vs. single query. Subscript s and p stand
for single queries and query pools respectively.
20NG
HARD
ClueWeb09

1

βs
1.2
1.5
0.75

γs
0.5
0.6
0.15

βp
1.9
1.9
0.75

http://ciir.cs.umass.edu/research/hard/
http://trec.nist.gov/data/microblog2012.html
3
https://github.com/lintool/twitter-tools/wiki/
TREC-2013-Track-Guidelines
4
http://lemurproject.org/clueweb09/
5
http://trec.nist.gov/data/web2011.html
6
http://lucene.apache.org/
2

γp
0.3
0.5
0.15

4.2.1 Procedure
The diversity task of the TREC-2011 Web Track annotates every
search topic with subtopics, which can be directly used to construct
the pool of queries. A single query is obtained by concatenating all
these subtopic queries. Other data sets only provide single search
topics. For every topic, we cluster all the relevant documents in the
judgments using the K-means algorithm (k = 5) and treat them
as the subtopics of the corresponding information need. To decorrelate the data before clustering, we apply the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and use the top 50 principle components to
transform the term-document TF-IDF matrix. From each cluster
obtained by K-means, we generate a subtopic query that blends
the relevant documents belonging to this cluster together with all
non-relevant documents using Rocchio’s method [23] (as if they
are positive and negative feedback). Similarly, by feeding all labeled documents of a search topic to Rocchio, we obtain a single
query for that topic. We limit the number of terms in the formulated
query to 10.
The parameters of Rocchio are tuned to optimize the first page
of retrieved results (the first search API call). For the query pool,
this is the best first page returned by any of the queries in the pool.
As ClueWeb09 has a restricted API limit which prevents us from
exhaustive parameter searching, we set the Rocchio parameters to
the recommended values in [21]). As we do not own the MB13 data
set, we are unable to obtain all the labeled documents. Meanwhile,
clusters obtained for MB12 queries are nearly identical. Therefore
we do not use those two data sets in these experiments. The specific
values of parameters are reported in Table 3.
Having obtained the queries, the retrieval process is executed as
follows. The strategy for launching single queries is straightforward – we simply request the next page of results (10 per page)
until we hit the limit of API calls (e.g., T = 100). To launch a pool
of subtopic queries, we examine two strategies. The first one is referred to as the G REEDY strategy, which chooses the query whose
next 10 pages (100 results) returns most relevant results. Note that
by assuming omniscience, this strategy is close to an upper-bound
of the performance of query pools. (The true upper-bound is higher
and can be found by examining all possible orders to schedule the
queries in the pool, which is computationally expensive.) If even
this strategy is unable to outperform a single complex query, then a
bandit algorithm will not help. The second strategy is the ROUND ROBIN, which simply launches queries in circular order without
looking at the returned results or the judgments. This strategy estimates a lower-bound of the performance of query pools. If even
this lower-bound outperforms single queries, we should believe that
query pools have a large potential.
Recall is a suitable evaluation metric for this experiment. All
methods return nearly the same number of documents: each makes
the same number of API calls; only retrieving the same document
by multiple queries reduces the total number of distinct documents.
Thus, precision is nearly perfectly correlated with recall.

4.2.2 Results
Behavior when the number of API calls is limited. Table 4
presents the recall of single queries and query pools after 100 search
API calls are made, a rather limited number. The results show that

Table 4: Recall (%) at API call = 100 for the first experiment:
query pools vs. single query.
20NG
HARD
ClueWeb09
S INGLE - QUERY
38.16
61.47
50.13
ROUND -ROBIN 29.22*** 69.09***
47.63*
G REEDY
47.88*** 76.68***
56.27**
“**(***)" means the result is significantly higher/lower than S INGLE QUERY according to paired t-test at level 0.05(0.01).

Behavior as the number of API calls increases. We plot recall
as a function of API calls in Figure 2. At the early stage, G REEDY
consistently outperforms S INGLE - QUERY by a large margin. As
the number of API calls increases, the advantage of G REEDY over
S INGLE - QUERY is shrinking. This behavior verifies our explanation from the perspective of the information space. G REEDY prioritizes the expansion of areas covered by promising queries, thus
bringing in more relevant documents earlier. As the number of allowed API calls increases, the expanded area of each query can
eventually cover all relevant documents.
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queries in the pool is critical.
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Figure 2: Recall as a function of API calls: query pools vs. single query. Results on ClueWeb09 present the same pattern.
Performance with respect to task complexity. If the information need of a retrieval task is inherently simple, a single query
should be good enough. In contrast, when the information need has
multiple aspects, query pools are better choice. This is already implied in Table 4, where even ROUND -ROBIN outperformed S INGLE Q UERY on the HARD data set. Here we empirically study the relationship between task complexity and retrieval performance.
To quantify task complexity, we measure the dissimilarity between generated subtopics. Intuitively, if all the subtopics of a
task (topic) are similar to each other, it is likely that this topic does
not have multiple aspects, and therefore is a simple task. In order
to compute subtopic dissimilarity, we treat the retrieved results of
each subtopic as a set. In this case, dissimilarity can be measured
using the Jaccard index: d(A, B) = 1 − J(A, B) = 1 − |A∩B|
,
|A∪B|
where A, B are sets. Then the task complexity is computed as the
maximum of dissimilarity over every pair of subtopics belonging
to one task. To make the performance across tasks comparable, we
use the relative recall, which is the ratio of recall score obtained by
G REEDY to that of S INGLE - QUERY.
Figure 3 presents the results, where all the three data sets are
plotted in one figure. The line fitting the scattered circles suggests
that the advantage of query pools is indeed more evident when the
search task is more complicated.
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Figure 3: Task complexity vs. performance. Each circle corresponds to a retrieval task.

4.3 Bandits for Choosing Queries from a Pool
The first experiment validates the potential benefit of query pools
compared with single queries. The second experiment tests whether
bandits, which should do better than round-robin, perform significantly better than single queries. Since we care about the practical performance in this experiment, we no longer assume that the
subtopics are given. Instead, we start from a single query and generate a set of subtopic queries based on the results obtained from
the first few API calls. Note that once the subtopic queries are generated, they are fixed and no new queries will be included. We will
study bandits with new queries later.

4.3.1 Procedure
We generate subtopics by first applying active feedback [27] except that we only use the results retrieved from the first few API
calls. As the first experiment shows, query pools are more powerful for complex tasks. To filter out simple tasks, here we use a
heuristic – a task will be dropped if active feedback cannot obtain a
certain number of relevant documents θp = 10 within 20 API calls.
This suggests that there are not enough diverse cluster “centroids”
in these simple tasks. The number of “complex” tasks remaining
are shown in the first column of Table 5.
Table 5: Number of tasks and Rocchio parameters (α fixed as 1)
to evaluate bandits for choosing queries from a pool. Subscript
s and b stands for S INGLE - QUERY and BANDIT. Iterative RF
has the same first reformulated query as S INGLE - QUERY and
they share the same parameter values.
20NG
HARD
ClueWeb09

#tasks
19
33
31

βs
0.9
1.0
0.75

γs
0.3
0.3
0.15

βb
1.5
1.5
0.75

γb
0.5
0.6
0.15

The labeled documents acquired by active feedback are clustered
and one query per cluster is generated by Rocchio’s method [23].
Again, parameters are tuned to optimize the first page of results.
We set k to 2 in the K-means algorithm this time, as there are fewer
relevant documents obtained. The single query is also obtained by
feeding all retrieved, labeled documents to Rocchio.
Given the two generated queries, the bandit algorithm is applied
to choose which query to explore next. Parameters c and τ in Equation 6 are respectively set to 0.1 and 20 across all data sets.
Since the bandit further requests relevance feedback to estimate
the reward, to make the comparison fair we add another baseline –
iterative relevance feedback (I TERATIVE RF). It uses the same user
judgments as the bandit algorithm, but instead updates the query in
every iteration using Rocchio’s method. Throughout the process,
only the newest query is active.

Results

Table 6 summarizes the results. The results show that the bandit
algorithm can effectively explore the two subtopic queries and exploit the better one, retrieving more relevant results overall. Though
ITERATIVE RF demands the same number of labeled documents as
BANDIT per iteration, it utilizes them less effectively by updating
a single query. Note that the results might not be comparable to the
ones presented in Table 4, as there are positive documents already
retrieved by active feedback at API call = 0.
Table 6: Recall (%) at API call = 100 for the second experiment: bandits order queries from a pool more effectively.
20NG
HARD
ClueWeb09
Iterative RF
19.44*** 39.33***
39.27***
S INGLE - QUERY
40.41
64.70
46.26
BANDIT
43.42*
68.85**
48.61**
“**(***)" means the result is significant over S INGLE - QUERY according to
paired t-test at level 0.05(0.01).

We plot recall as a function of API calls in Figure 4. In ClueWeb09
and HARD, the BANDIT algorithm consistently outperforms S INGLE QUERY. As for 20NG, BANDIT shows only some slight advantage
in the beginning, and dominates by a large margin at later stages.
This might result from the unavailability of all labeled relevant documents, which is only accessible in the first set of experiments.
Without them, a single query generated from documents retrieved
by active feedback might under-represent some subtopics. Therefore in terms of the information space, the query could be located
far away from those minor subtopics, and thus takes more API calls
to expand its area to cover these subtopics.

4.4

Bandits with New Queries

Having shown that the bandit algorithm can effectively assign
turns to a fixed pool of queries, we test whether it can handle new
queries generated on the fly, in an interactive retrieval process.

4.4.1

Metrics

We use two standard retrieval metrics that emphasize both recall and precision – mean average precision (MAP) [21] and Rprecision (R-Prec) [21]. R-precision measures the precision at the
R-th position for a query with R relevant judgments. The R-th position is where precision equals recall. This makes it a good metric
that takes into account both precision and recall. These metrics are
also used in [16]. For each query, only the top 1,000 documents are
considered when computing the metrics.
When measuring retrieval performance, the documents already
judged by the user in an interactive search process are included,
and those judged as relevant are put on the top of the ranked list. As
reasoned in [16], it is not fair to punish a process that does a good
job of sending more relevant documents to the user for judgments.

4.4.2

Methods

The baselines include I TERATIVE RF and the best-performing
configuration of the ReQ-ReC framework reported in [16], simply
referred to as R E Q-R E C here.
Since the new process considers rate limits, we accordingly make
adaption to baselines, ensuring that the comparisons are fair. First,
as baselines cannot revisit queries once they have been updated, we
retrieve P pages all at once for each query, where P is tuned to
the best value for each baseline. Second, the stop criteria for the
outer loop are changed to the ones described in 3.3.2. That is, the
entire process terminates only when we reach the limit on both the
number of labeled documents and the number of API calls.
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Figure 4: Results for the second experiment: bandits for choosing queries from a pool
We do not remove simple tasks as we did in the second experiment, as BANDIT automatically decides when to generate a new
arm. In nearly all cases, it indeed generated more than one arm.

4.4.3 Parameters
For each baseline on each data set, parameter P is tuned to maximize the mean average precision. MB13 and ClueWeb09 are exceptions where this tuning is not possible due to rate limits of the
official APIs. We set the P to be the mode of the best P on the
other three data sets. The values of P , as well as tuned parameters
for Rocchio, are shown in Table 7.
We do not further tune the parameters of BANDIT even though
they may not be the optimal values. For c, τ , ĉ in Equation 6 and 7,
they are respectively set to 0.1, 20, and 0.1 across all data sets.
In all the methods, we use the default parameter of SVM (c = 1).
With regard to the resource limit, we set the number of terms in a
query K = 5, number of API calls T = 100, and number of
labeled documents L = 20. A relaxation of these constraints will
be studied in Section 4.4.5.

4.4.4 Overall Performance

Table 7: The number of pages to retrieve for each query (P ) for
baselines and parameters of Rocchio (α fixed as 1). Subscript
i, r and b stands for method I TERATIVE RF, R E Q-R E C and
BANDIT respectively.
Pi
30
30
30
30
30

Pr
40
40
20
40
40

βi
1.5
0.75
0.9
1.8
0.75

γi
0.3
0.15
0.5
0.2
0.15

Relaxation of constraints

In order to study the effects of different types of constraints, we
relax one of the factors at a time, while keeping the other two fixed.
As the result of R-prec is strongly correlated with MAP, to conserve
space we only show the performance of each method by MAP.
Table 9: MAP (%) as the number of terms in a query increases.
Data set
MB12

MB13

20NG

HARD

ClueWeb09

Table 8 summarizes the performance of all included methods.
Statistical significance of the results are provided by comparing to
the baseline, R E Q-R E C. In general, BANDIT is the best performing
method across all data sets.

MB12
MB13
20NG
HARD
ClueWeb09

4.4.5

βr
1.7
0.75
0.9
0.9
0.75

γr
1.0
0.15
0.4
0.4
0.15

βb
1.8
0.75
1.0
1.9
0.75

γb
0.1
0.15
0.4
0.2
0.15

When comparing R E Q-R E C with I TERATIVE RF, we obtain
mixed results. The problem with R E Q-R E C is caused by the lack
of enough training examples for the classifier, which fails to identify relevant documents and rank them on the top. This problem
has been mentioned in [16] too. Though BANDIT suffers from the
same problem, it retrieves more relevant documents by managing
queries smartly, alleviating the problem of relevance classification.
This will be clearer in the next subsection when we analyze the
results by increasing the number of labeled documents.

Method
Iterative RF
ReQ-ReC
Bandit
Iterative RF
ReQ-ReC
Bandit
Iterative RF
ReQ-ReC
Bandit
Iterative RF
ReQ-ReC
Bandit
Iterative RF
ReQ-ReC
Bandit

5
27.19*
25.08
30.97***
24.18
25.49
30.19***
10.02
11.81
18.92***
18.47***
24.35
26.22*
8.45***
13.28
14.86*

10
30.25***
25.12
31.68***
29.68***
25.50
32.43***
10.49
11.78
19.00***
21.02**
24.29
26.38*
9.62***
13.40
14.84*

20
31.87***
25.31
32.58***
30.34***
25.41
33.28***
11.10
11.88
18.56***
23.05
24.37
26.35*
9.89***
13.41
14.81

Table 9 shows the performance when increasing the number of
terms in a query. As the number of allowed terms is increased,
the performance of I TERATIVE RF is enhanced significantly, while
BANDIT and R E Q-R E C have no evident change. This is attributed
to the classifier maintaining precision in the inner loop of the ReQReC framework. As a result, the query generator of BANDIT and
R E Q-R E C could focus on maximizing recall by exploring diverse
sets of term, which is feasible even with strict query length constraints. In contrast, without the help of a classifier, the queries
generated by I TERATIVE RF have to account for both precision and
recall, a difficult task when the number of query terms is limited.
Table 10 suggests that increasing the number of labeled documents in general benefits R E Q-R E C and BANDIT greatly. This
benefit can be explained from two perspectives. More labeled documents leads to: 1) a more robust classifier to judge document relevance; and 2) generation of more diverse queries. When labeled
documents are few, even though BANDIT and R E Q-R E C can retrieve more relevant documents than I TERATIVE RF, they are not
recognized by the classifier. With more labeling efforts, the two
methods outperform I TERATIVE RF by a large margin. The difference between BANDIT and R E Q-R E C tend to shrink on MB12 and
MB13. This could be due to more labeled documents contributing
to increased quality of all queries in the pool. Choosing any of the
queries to submit can already result in good performance, even if
this is not managed by bandits.
Table 11 presents the results when increasing the number of API

Table 8: Retrieval performance (%) with query terms K = 5, API calls T = 100, labeled documents L = 20.
Iterative RF
ReQ-ReC
Bandit

MB12
MB13
20NG
HARD
ClueWeb09
R-prec
MAP
R-prec
MAP
R-prec
MAP
R-prec
MAP
R-prec
MAP
31.29
27.19*
30.59
24.18
13.84**
10.02
24.12*** 18.47***
13.28*** 8.45***
29.37
25.08
30.94
25.49
17.67
11.81
27.93
24.35
17.97
13.28
32.51** 30.97***
34.89*** 30.19***
28.84*** 18.92***
29.83*
26.22*
19.5*
14.86*
“*(**, ***)" means the result is significant over ReQ-ReC according to paired t-test at level 0.1(0.05, 0.01).

Table 10: MAP (%) as labeled documents increase.
Data set

Method
Iterative RF
MB12
ReQ-ReC
Bandit
Iterative RF
MB13
ReQ-ReC
Bandit
Iterative RF
20NG
ReQ-ReC
Bandit
Iterative RF
HARD
ReQ-ReC
Bandit
Iterative RF
ClueWeb09 ReQ-ReC
Bandit

20
27.19*
25.08
30.97***
24.18
25.49
30.19***
10.02
11.81
18.92***
18.47***
24.35
26.22*
8.45***
13.28
14.86*

30
26.37**
29.30
35.49***
24.50***
28.79
32.39***
10.36*
12.66
20.45***
17.18***
28.22
29.37
8.05***
14.90
15.32

60
30.92***
39.45
41.85**
27.42***
35.98
38.83***
11.57**
16.69
23.22***
19.51***
37.47
39.12**
8.65***
20.42
22.65*

100
32.12***
46.53
49.68**
28.39***
39.98
41.54*
12.80***
18.22
25.43***
20.28***
42.86
47.16***
8.65***
25.35
29.56***

to forget rewards obtained earlier, as the number of relevant documents per page generally decreases when we retrieve more pages.

4.5

Result Reranking as a Post-processing

Query pools aim at retrieving more relevant documents from a
black-box search engine. The retrieved results can be fed to any
reranking method, including any algorithm developed for session
search or result diversification. These methods serve as a postprocessor to reorder retrieved documents and potentially improve
the effectiveness of ranking. In this subsection, we use xQuAD [24],
a popular result diversification algorithm, to examine the benefit of
such post-processing. xQuAD considers different aspects of the information need by exploiting the ranking score of sub-queries. We
directly use the set of queries generated in our system with uniform
weights as the sub-queries for xQuAD, and tune the parameters to
their best. Table 12 and 13 show results of applying xQuAD to
rerank retrieved documents for the second and third experiments.

Table 11: MAP (%) as the number of API calls increases.
Data set

Method
Iterative RF
MB12
ReQ-ReC
Bandit
Iterative RF
MB13
ReQ-ReC
Bandit
Iterative RF
20NG
ReQ-ReC
Bandit
Iterative RF
HARD
ReQ-ReC
Bandit
Iterative RF
ClueWeb09 ReQ-ReC
Bandit

100
27.19*
25.08
30.97***
24.18
25.49
30.19***
10.02
11.81
18.92***
18.47***
24.35
26.22*
8.45***
13.28
14.86*

500
27.19***
18.65
28.35***
26.18***
21.32
28.20***
10.02
10.53
18.75***
18.47**
15.37
19.80***
8.45*
12.09
13.91

1000
27.19***
17.49
35.38***
26.18***
20.31
26.84***
10.02
10.5
21.49***
18.47***
14.06
33.25***
8.45*
11.87
12.54

calls. No change of performance is observed for I TERATIVE RF,
as the query will not be changed after running out of labeling budget. As a result, I TERATIVE RF always outputs the same ranked
list. In many cases BANDIT and R E Q-R E C deteriorate, due to the
classifier’s errors on newly retrieved documents when no more new
labels are available to correct the classifier. As observed from Table 10, the classifier becomes more robust as the labeling effort
increases. Therefore, to fully utilize the increased API resource,
the number of judgments has to be increased accordingly. Interestingly, on three of the data sets, BANDIT obtains a big gain when
the number of API calls is increased to 1,000. By smartly managing a pool of queries and revisiting promising ones, BANDIT can
still bring in more relevant documents, even with a biased classifier.
We also study τ that controls the size of window in slidingwindow UCB [6]. Overall, the performance is fairly robust over
different values of τ . When the window size is extremely small
(τ = 5), UCB does not have enough history to correctly estimate
rewards. The problem is alleviated as we expand the window. Performance begins to drop when τ is greater than 10. It is beneficial

Table 12: MAP (%) at API call = 100 for the second experiment: bandits for choosing queries from a pool.
20NG
HARD
ClueWeb09
S INGLE - QUERY-original
14.89
21.68
14.35
S INGLE - QUERY-xQuAD 16.31** 23.24**
14.64
Bandit-original
18.81
23.76
16.34
Bandit-xQuAD
20.26** 25.21**
16.73
“**" means the reranking of xQuAD is significant over the original ranking
according to paired t-test at level 0.05.

Table 13: MAP (%) at API call = 100 for the third experiment:
bandits with new queries.
MB12 MB13 20NG HARD ClueWeb09
Iterative-RF-original 27.19 24.18 10.02 18.47
8.45
Iterative-RF-xQuAD 28.34* 24.33 10.94 19.58
20.56***
ReQ-ReC-original
25.08 25.49 11.81 24.35
13.28
ReQ-ReC-xQuAD 27.69** 24.9 12.47 24.92
23.11***
Bandit-original
30.97 30.19 18.92 26.22
14.86
Bandit-xQuAD
32.68* 29.82 18.10 28.32** 27.81***
“**" means the reranking of xQuAD is significant over the original ranking
according to paired t-test at level 0.05.

The overall performance indicates that xQuAD can improve the
original ranking in many cases, while in other cases the performance stays very close. This suggests that there is no harm to
add a re-ranker, which often benefits. The most interesting case is
ClueWeb09 in Table 13, where the reranked MAP is around twice
as high as the original. We suspect that web pages are noisier than
other documents and it is easy for a classifier to misclassify due to
noises. By considering subtopics in the ranking function, xQuAD
alleviates this problem and promotes relevant documents to the top.
Numbers in Table 12 and 13 are not comparable, as experiments
reported in Table 12 utilized active feedback to accumulate positive
documents before we start counting API calls. Moreover, BANDIT
in Table 12 requires far more labels than that in Table 13.

5. CONCLUSION
We consider a scenario where users have to rely on rate limited search services to acquire documents pertaining to an information need. Traditional approaches do not address this problem well
when a user has a complex information need composed of multiple
aspects. These approaches keep a single active query for document retrieval. This single query might either be fixed or updated
by techniques like relevance feedback. We propose a new retrieval
paradigm where a pool of queries are kept active simultaneously,
and a bandit algorithm is used to determine which query to retrieve
another page of results for. The empirical results demonstrate the
advantage of query pools over solo, combined queries. The improvement of performance is significant both when the query aspects are known in advance and when new queries are generated
in an interactive retrieval process. The new search paradigm can
be launched as a general interface between a user and any blackbox search API. The retrieved documents can be further reranked
by any post-processing algorithm to improve the ranking performance. It is worth noting that throughout the study we considered
the search engine as a black box. When one owns the search systems, there is much more flexibility to improve both the algorithm
(e.g., to use query and clickthrough logs) and the evaluation (e.g.,
to identify diverse subtopic queries from the query log instead of
reverse-engineering the TREC topics).
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